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EMIDIO MACHAIEIE, the fourth-ranked tennis player in the Republic of Mozambique, drops the opening 

serve of Ken Carr '79 into the bottom of the sagging net. ―Always the first point is yours, professor... I 

mean, the third,‖ he grins, referring to the pair's standing arrangement that the American begin each 

game up 30–love. If Carr can take a set from the local pro, his next ―lesson‖ is free. The two laugh like old 

friends. After only a month–long residence in this developing nation about as far from Cache Valley as is 

geographically possible, Carr's impact is readily apparent. A one–time student body president and current 

adjunct lecturer in the Jon M. Huntsman School of Business at Utah State University, ―Professor Ken‖ is 

winding down a term teaching an MBA course on venture valuation at Mozambique's oldest university, 

and leading by example. 

 

Carr is just one member of a family of charitable Aggie alumni from Idaho Falls, Idaho, doing volunteer 

work in Africa. His younger brother Steve graduated in political science and now serves on the nine–

member Standing Commission of the Red Cross and Red Crescent, the international movement's highest 

governing body. Steve Carr' 81 is the first American ever to be elected to the commission, which has the 

task of providing strategic guidance on all aspects of the massive organization's responsibilities. Another 

younger brother, Greg '82, graduated in history and went on to Harvard, then made millions by marketing 

his new idea for voice mail to Boston telephone companies. He has since spent his time in various 

philanthropic projects in Idaho and around the world. Both Steve and Greg have spent extensive time in 

Africa overseeing various projects in their respective volunteer efforts, and big brother Ken is certainly 

beginning to foster his own love for the continent as well. 

 

Ken himself graduated from USU in 1979 with a BS degree in economics and moved on to law school at 

the University of Utah. He practiced law in Utah and Colorado for 15 years before following his passion to 

pursue business and other endeavors. In 2006, he returned to Cache Valley to be near three of his four 

children who had chosen USU for their undergraduate experience. He applied for a teaching position in 

the business school and has since received much recognition for his work in the classroom. 

 

Leaving the tennis courts drenched from a workout under the hot African sun, he stops to introduce me to 

his new friends at a foreign language institute, as well as a whole host of street vendors lining the 

sidewalks of Maputo, the nation's capital. He praises a certain souvenir vendor for employing unique 

methods to sell his woven fabrics, and buys only from him. He enjoys rewarding those who employ 

creative entrepreneurial techniques, hoping the creative spirit will catch on. Though he only buys from 

one, nearly every vendor on the street recognizes the robust blond professor and illuminates with pride as 

he stops to slap their hands. ―In all my time here, I've never once felt unsafe,‖ he says. In stark contrast to 

many other third–world countries, the people here, he says, are just plain happy. It boosts his faith in 

humanity.  
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But any contentment felt by the locals has come at a hefty price. Mozambicans have had to withstand an 

excess of wide–scale calamities—war, disease, and famine—and it's all chillingly recent. With the help of 

the Soviet Union, the FRELIMO liberation front declared the nation's independence from Portugal only in 

1975, following a 10–year struggle for control of the government. Many of the Portuguese permanently 

returned to Europe at this point, leaving the fledgling war–torn nation to fend for itself. The decade of 

revolutionary war gave way immediately to 17 more years of civil war, as the Resistencia Nacional 

Mocambicana, or RENAMO attempted unsuccessfully to wrest control away from the communists. An 

agreement was reached only in 1992, giving way to a democracy. 

 

When the deep red dust finally settled, however, Mozambicans were left with one of the perennially 

poorest nations on earth. They had won their freedom, but nearly three decades of continuous war had 

ravaged the land. Dense jungles, open grassland, and white Indian Ocean coastline all became 

casualties of the long campaign for independence, as did the large percentage of the nation's GNP that 

once came from tourism. Today, live land mines scattered generously by both armies pepper much of the 

countryside. ―Growing up, you just learn to stay on the paths,‖ says Mary Walz, an American political 

officer with the U.S. Embassy, and supervisor of a de–mining team in the Maputo area. 

 

Following his daily tennis match with Machaieie, Ken Carr showers, wasting no time in preparing for the 

remainder of the day's activities. On the docket today is a meeting with the president of the university, 

final preparations for his last lecture, and finally, the class itself. The University of Eduardo Mondlane 

(UEM), founded just after the revolution in 1962 as the nation's first university, houses about 18,000 

students in various departments directed at furthering Mozambique's growing infrastructure. All of this 

isn't enough for Dr. Filipe Couto though. Couto is UEM's rector, an office equivalent to the president in an 

American university. He is a short, middle–aged man of largely Portuguese descent with curly salt–and–

pepper hair, who doesn't appear far removed from his previous post as a Catholic minister. He greets us 

in his conference room, a strikingly modern hall with a huge polished wood table and ornate reception 

couches. A portrait of FRELIMO revolutionary leader Mondlane looms high on one end of the room, faced 

by two massive elephant tusks suspended over the other. 

 

 ―I would like the faculty to graduate people who are connected with practical causes,‖ the rector slows 

down to emphasize the last four words in perfect English. An enormous challenge not at all unique to 

sub–Saharan Africa, many of UEM's top–performing graduates leave the country upon finding more 

lucrative jobs in South Africa, Europe, or the United States. He and Carr discuss possible methods for 

retaining graduates, and what American schools like USU could theoretically do to help. 

 

Ten minutes into the discussion, Couto shifts around in his high–backed chair, now completely 

comfortable with Carr as an ally, and reveals more about his greatest concern: the staggeringly low 

quality of life for the 80 percent of Mozambicans still living the bush life. He says that as the nation's most 

influential university, UEM has a responsibility to improve the standard of living of all of its citizens. He 

needs graduates to stay because, ―the qualified people are those who can go to the rural areas,‖ he 

declares, and the room hushes. He solemnly hints at malaria, which affects over 5 million of his 



countrymen and kills thousands each year. Maybe, he hopes, the educated can save them. ―You have 

the power to make the place where you were born... become the best place,‖ he says. The American 

agrees.  

 

In a narrow, white classroom a mile up the coast, Ken Carr organizes his papers for his final lesson. Hard 

at work, he's scarcely eaten all day, yet he offers me two of the last three sandwich cookies he has 

tucked away in his briefcase. Eight well-dressed students are in their places by the time Professor Ken 

begins his lecture five minutes late, and the remaining 15 file in over the next half hour. ―Mozambican 

Standard Time,‖ he calls it. The students shuffle through a dusty, narrow aisle down the middle of the 

classroom to non–matching seats at the tables lining each wall. The blinds, which resemble something 

found in a 1990s retirement home, are stained, and the front wall sports a silver dollar–sized divot with a 

blue marker trail spilling out of it. It's particularly noticeable in the light of the projector, but nobody seems 

to mind. They are tuned into the presentation which Carr displays from his laptop. The blue stain seems 

to add character to each new slide as it flashes on the otherwise barren wall. 

 

Out of the 23 enrolled in this graduate course, three are women. A few of the students teeter on the brink 

of middle age. All seem happy to be here, if not a bit nervous. This final day of class is group presentation 

day, an opportunity for Carr to gauge the level of comprehension that his students acquired during the 

course. Each group of two or three saunters to the front of the room in turn, plugging USB drives into the 

laptop connected to the projector. Of the six presentations on public service projects that the students 

would choose to undertake if allocated certain funds, all six focus on pressing national issues, which Carr 

says was not a requirement. One involves building a vocational school in a rural province. Another, a 

hospital. A third focuses on reinstating a long–since–abandoned highway venture to connect Maputo with 

Durban, South Africa, which project the student describes as a ―dormant elephant.‖ Carr is pleased at 

how thoroughly the students internalize the inherent benefits such projects would bestow upon the nation. 

 

The presentations are all given in decent English, but contain spelling and grammatical errors of varying 

degrees. The class collectively offers hints to one who trips over his language more frequently. They refer 

to precepts learned from their ―Beloved Professor,‖ and each one steals nervous glances at him 

periodically throughout their reports. Overall, Carr says, the projects turn out better than expected, and 

actually quite professional. ―If I would have known how well they comprehended everything, I would have 

pushed them harder,‖ he says.  

 

Looking at the class, there seems to be little question that his teaching has gotten through. Following the 

presentations, Carr arises at the front of the room and praises his pupils specifically and meaningfully—

he is genuinely impressed with their progress. He leads a closing discussion on ideas to keep 

Mozambique's college graduates in the country, and those that listen are intent. Throughout the entire 

conversation, a middle–aged man in the front row nods powerfully. 

 

Ken Carr is ―completely satisfied‖ with his life in Maputo over the last month, but that's not to say that he 

hasn't missed things about home. Fortunately, he never has to travel far to find family. Younger brother 



Greg now takes up residence in the Republic of Mozambique as well, at least for a few months out of the 

year. Ken and I board the short flight northward along the coast to Beira, and then helicopter in over the 

trees to visit Greg's most recent, most ambitious project: the restoration of Gorongosa National Park. 

Gorongosa was once home to one of the largest game reserves in Africa, housing every imaginable local 

beast, including elephants, zebras, baboons, hippos, and lions. However, the park was used as a 

stronghold for the losing RENAMO army and was summarily destroyed during the civil war, with most of 

the animals being killed by the fighting and the lawless poaching that followed. As the park also 

represents a bastion of huge tourism revenue for Mozambique, Greg Carr has quickly gained renown 

throughout southern Africa among professors and street vendors alike as ―the man who is saving 

Gorongosa.‖ He modestly brushes aside the star treatment he often receives, and tries fervently to wean 

members of his staff off of their instinctive habit of calling him ―boss.‖ But Greg realizes he may have to 

get used to that sort of thing. He recently signed a 30–year commitment of funds and personal time to the 

park's restoration, a measure of true devotion by a man who is accustomed to hopping between ―smaller‖ 

projects, such as bringing internet access to people in developing countries, and purchasing an infamous 

neo–Nazi compound in northern Idaho and transforming it into a peace park. 

Featured recently on TV's 60 Minutes, the Gorongosa restoration, he says, is his most fulfilling project 

ever. Far from a simple nature conservation effort, many of his team's goals revolve around the locals 

living nearby. In stark contrast to 20th century ideas of protecting natural wonders by building fences to 

keep people out, Greg's adamant approach is to build the native villagers up and teach them how to live 

more harmoniously with the animals and the land, a mission which he hopes will benefit each 

symbiotically. ―We are boldly proclaiming our vision to do both (human development and conservation). 

They are deeply connected. It's how things will work in this century.‖  

 

Across the river from park headquarters, the tiny village of Vinho is a living testament to the sort of work 

that's been done already. Thanks to Greg Carr, it now sports its own well and schoolhouse, and many of 

the able–bodied now have steady incomes working small jobs around the park. As we approach the 

village on foot, dozens of children stream out of the yellow brick school, line up in tight rows, and begin 

singing in two–part harmony. Tears form in the eyes of both of the Carr brothers here present. Their work 

has just begun.  

 

— Jeff Carr is an English major with an emphasis in creative writing. He is the son of Steve Carr and 

nephew to Ken and Greg. 

 

 


